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For fifty years it has been standard microbiological dogma
that bacteria smaller than 0.2 micrometers cannot exist.

Bechamp, and Henry Bastian

To this day, some scientists contend these nanobacteria are
simply too small to contain the necessary genetic material
The ultramicroscopic bacteria are regarded as stressed
or resting forms of bacteria, and are thought to be both rare
and dormant. Geologists prefer the spelling
"nannobacteria" to conform to the spelling of the tiny
"nannofossils," a common term in geology dqing back to
the 19"' century. However, Folk claims nanobacteria are
enormously abundant in minerals and rocks and that they
form most of the world's bio-mass. If so, how could they
have been missed for so long? Folk says microbiologists
have little or no interest in bacteria found in soils or rocks.
For fifty years it has been standard microbiological dogma
that bacteria smaller than 0.2 micrometers cannot exist.
Size does matter, even when discussing the tiniest
forms of life. The term "ultramicroscopic" is applied to
bacterial cells smaller than 0.3 micrometers. At this size,
bacteria are still barely visible as the tiniest of dots
discernable with a light microscope. The ordinary light
microscope can magnify objects up to IOOOX, but objects
smaller than 0.25 micrometers cannot be seen. The

Nanobacteria are the smallest of living creatures,
measuring in the 0.05 to 0.2 micrometer range. (A
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nanobacteria an intermediate life-form between normal
bacteria and viruses. Viruses are around 0.01 to 0.02
micrometers in size and cannot be seen with the ordinary
light optical microscope.
The size of bacteria, nanobacteria and viruses is exceedingly important to bear in mind because it is connected to
more than a century of microscopic study into the germ
origin of infectious disease. Furthermore, the "dividing line"
between bacteriology and virology has been the customaly
"filter pore size" of 0.2 micrometers. Microbiologists have
always assumed that such a
filter pore will
catch all bacteria,
and that a tluid
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filter pore
bacteria-free.
When geologists
photographed 0.1
micrometer "bumps" they passed them OK as contamination,
never believing that they could be living bacteria.
By the early 1990s these nanobacteria were investigated
by a team of biologists in Finland, headed by Olavi
Kajander. Since that time nanobacteria have been found in
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hicliicy stones. clcntal plaque, the gall bladder, in calcified
:ir~cl.ics:lnd hc;lrt valves, and in certain skin diseases.
K;ti:~l~~ler's
le:lm also reported nanobacterial forms as
slll:lll :IS 0.05 iliicrons ill human blood, and have retrieved
I)N,\ oil lx~r~iclzs
as small as 0.2 microns. Most disturbill? : ~ r cr c p ~ r t sshowing nanobacterial contamination of
li.t;11 ho\,ine serum used in the productibn of many viral
\,.I~. c
. i ~ l cl'his
s . adds concern to the controversial problem
,,I' \,;~cci~ic-induced
illness.

.

The Origin of Life
Are nanobacteria connected with the origin of life on
E:lrlh? Nanobacteria-like "fossils" have been observed in
sc\,cr;11meteors, such as the Martian meteorite found on
the Antarctic ice shelf in
1984. This meteorite is
believed to be 4.5 billion years
old, and is thought to have
left Mars 16 million years
ago. Suppolters of
nanobacteria research insist
these bacteria have implications for how life began on
Earth and on other planets
like Mars.
NASA, the U.S. space
;I;cncy, has an Astrobiology Roadlnap pl.ograln, which
consists of more than 200 scientists and technologists.
Astrobiology addresses three basic questions: How does
lire begin and evolve? Does life exist elsewhere in the
universe? What is the future of life on Earth and beyond?
According to NASA's program, the]-e are revolutionary
changes going on in the world of microbiology:

Our ongoing exploration has led to continued discoveries of life in envilonments that have been
previously considered uninhabitable. For example, we find thriving communities (of microbes)
in the boiling hot springs of Yellowstone, the frozen deserts of Antarctica, the concentrated sulfuric
acid in acid-mine drainages, and the ionizing radiation fields in nuclear reactors. We find some
microbes that grow in the deepest parts of the
ocean and require 5000 to 1000 bars of hydrostatic pressure. Life has evolved strategies that
allow it to surviveeven beyond the daunting physical and chemical limits to which it has adapted to
grow. To survive, organisms can assume forms that
enable them to withstand freezing, complete desiccation, starvation, high levels of radiation exposure, and other physical and chemical challenges.
In addition, astrobiologists tell us that huge amounts
CISIx~cleriaand possibly viruses are contained in Earth's
ul)pcr :~llnosphere.It is estimated that a ton of these
or::lnisins arrive on Earth every day.

0
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Quorum Sensing &
Communication Between Bacteria
Scientists have learned that bacteria can communicate
with each othec When enough microbes gather to form a
"quorum," they release a hormone (a phenormone) which
allows them to "talk" to one another and plan strategies,
and even make some genetic changes to allow survival.
Not only do similar bacteria talk to each other, they also
talk between species.
Barbara Basslel; a lnolccular biologist at Princeton, is a
leading pioneer i n quorum sensing. Writing about her
work for Wired lnagazine (April 2003). Steve Silberman
says that "communicating nlicrobes are able to collectively
track changes in their environment, conspire with other
species, build mutually beneficial alliances with other
types of bacteria, gain advantages over competitors, and
communicate with their hosts, the sort of collective
strategizing typically ascribed to bees, ants, and people,
not to bacteria."
Quorum sellsing has profound inlplications in the war
against disease, particularly now that so lnany bacteria are
becoming resistant to antibiotics. According to Silberman.
"Bassler's research points to new ways of fighting disease
that will aim not to kill but to scramble data in the
bacterial network. One approach would be to block the
receptors that receive the ~llolecularsignals so that cells
never become virulent, another would target the DNAreplication mechanis~nsset in motion inside cells when the
signals are received."

Viruses, Bacteria,
& the Beginnings of Life
Charles Darwin's Origin of Sl~ecics,published in 1859,
is the book that gave rise to modern biology, as well as to
the scientific and religious controvel.sies that continue to
this day. People were incensed to be told that humans arose
from ~nonkeysand apes. Now some scientists think we

process the nutrients that
provide enelgy to the cell.
Evolutionary biologist, Lynn Margulis, of the University of Massachusetts believes the ancestors of all life are
the bacteria, which fused into higher forms of life.
Margulis follows in the footsteps of American biologist,
Ivan Wallin, who in 1927 first clailned that mitochondria

Eckard Wimrner

originated as free-living bacteria. Wallin thought ancient
bacteria and their host cells evolved together to establish
an inseparable symbiotic partnership. He even claimed to
have removed mitochondria from cells and to grow them.
Needless to say, Wallin's ideas were ridiculed and almost
universally rejected.
Margulis further theorizes that the origin of the
mitochondria in our cells is derived from sevaate orsinisms that long-ago moved into other cells and entered a
symbiotic (co-dependant) relationship with multi-cellular
forms of life. Remarkably, the DNA in the mitochondria is
totally different than the DNA in the rest of the cell, which
lends support to this idea.
Margulis subscribes to the vision that the Earth, as a
whole, is a living being. In Whnt is Life? ( I 9951, cowritten with (her son) Dorion Sagan, she maintains that all
life is bacteria, or descends from bacteria. As such,
bacteria are closer to immortality than animals with
bodies. Bacteria account for the vast majority of life forms
on Earth, and are essential to maintain the conditions for
life on the planet. They are the smallest living cells that
can replicate without a nucleus, and are indeed the
building-blocks of life. In comparison, the fertilized human egg is about 150-200 micrometers in size: about the size
of a grain of sand and barely visible with the naked eye.
What can microbes tell us about our origin and our
destinies? Could we be imii~ortallike our one-celled
ancestors?

-

Creating "lifewin the laboratory
What is the lowest form of life? Can life be created
from non-life? Some scientists believe viruses are the
lowest form of life. We are told viruses need to penetrate a
cell and use the cell's genes to survive. In the process,
disease can be produced, but are viruses "alive" or "dead"?
Scientists can't agree on the answer.
In 1991 Eckard Wimmer and associates created a polio
virus in a test tube. They extracted a soup of proteins from
human cells and added genetic material from a polio vil-us.
After a few hours, assembled polio viruses appeared in the
mix. According to a New York Tinzcs report (Dec 13,
1991), Wimmer was asked whether the product in the test
tube was living or nonliving. Some consider viruses to be
simple living organisms, others consider viruses to be very
complicated chemicals, was his reply, adding that, "when
it hits the cell it is very much alive. Some a!-gue that one
attribute of life is that it can reproduce itself. Well, that is
what viruses do when they get into the cells. The debate on
whether viruses are alive has been going on since they
were discovered 100 years ago."
Although the cause of lnost cancers remains a mystel-y,
research over the past half-century has focused on cancer
viruses as a probable cause. With research focused on
viruses it would seem ludicrous to ask, Can bacteria cause
cancer?
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The mere thought of bacteria
causing cancer drives most cancer
experts up the wall! However, with the
"".:',;/
recent interest in nanobacteria and
.tkl.%. ,
,+.
their discovery in the blood and in
8Z
various diseases of unknown origin,
the question should not be so easily
dismissed. Furthermore, in the vast
decade physicians have come to accept the fact that
stomach ulcers can be produced by bacteria (Helicobacter
pylori), and that some ulcers eventually lead to stomach
cancer. For many decades, it was dogma that bacteria
could not live in the acid environment of the stomach.
Furthermore, pathologists could never see or detect
bacteria in the stomach lining around ulcers.
With the discovery of helicobacteria and special
staining techniques, doctors can now demonstrate bacteria
in many ulcers. Interestingly, microbiologists and pathologists were unable to "see" microbes, which became clearly
visible once it was accepted that microbes might be
present. As Robert Folk says, "You see what you are
looking for and what you have faith in."

2

Cancer, New Life,
& Reichas"T-Bacilli"
Although the origin and cause of cancer is mysterious,
there is no doubt that cancer is the body's futile and often
fatal attempt to create new life and new growth. This is
why cancer is so intimately connected with theories about
the origin of life.
One the most controversial physicians of the last
century was Wilhelm Reich (1897-1957), a psychiatrist
and cancer researcher who claimed to discover "orgone
energy,"
-. an energy
-. that pervades the
world and is intimatelv connected
with our physical and mental wellbeing. In Tile Cancer Bio/~atlzy
(1948), Reich wrote that cancer is a
systemic disease caused by elnotional
despair and resignation. Reich also
theorized that cancer was caused by
the chronic thwarting of natural
sexual functioning. These were just a
few of his highly unorthodox beliefs
based on many observations and
experiments.
\
Reich also uncovered infectious
"T-bacilli" (bacteria) in cancer, which
had resulted from the degeneration of
L
cancerous tissue. In his view, these
bacteria formed a bridge between the
living and the non-living. The T-bacilli were present in the
blood and tissue before the cancer tulnor developed, and
these microbes were intimately connected to "bious" and
the loss of biological energy. Reich's heretical bions were
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the carriers of biological energy, and the staphylococcus
and streptococcus germs he connected to cancer were
formed from ~llcdegeneration of the hions.
Just :IStl~crcis no clear dividing line between life and
non-life, il~crcis no clear boundary between healthy and
dihc;~sxlindividuals. Reich claimed the cancer cell
devclopetl a?.the body's attempt to resist the build-up of the
T-bacilli in energy-depleted tissue. He wrote, "The first
step in the development of the cancer tumor is not the
cancer cell ... it is the appearance of T-bacilli in the tissue
or in the blood." But Tbacilli were not only found
in cancer; they were also
present in the blood and
tissues of both healthy and
sick, non-cancerous individuals. However, sick and
cancerous patients showed a
larger number of these
forms, and Reich developed
a blood test to show this.
T-bacilli bacteria were
always found where
J
there is degeneration
of protein dnd, in t~mt
respect, Reich wrote:
"All humans have
cancer."
According to Reich,
the orgone energy of the
body determined the
~zsistanceof the body to
these microbes. AS long as
the tissues and blood are
"organotically strong,
every T-bacillus will be
des&oyed and eliminated
before it can propagate,
accumulate, and
cause damage," wrote
Reich. Because
cancer germs were
present in healthy
d
people, Reich knew this
would be a very difficult
concept for physicians to
consider and accept.
Reich wanted scientists to
look at science in a new way and to try and see it from the
point of view of "energetic functionalism." In The Cancer
Biopatlzy, he wrote:

A 1 1 ca ncer
microbe
research
remains
foraotten.
ignored a nd
overlooked
because
phvs ic i a ns
cannot
con.ceive
of
.
s uc h bacteria
as causina
cancer.

The bacteriologist, for instance, sees the staphylococcus as a static formation, spherical or oval
in shape, about 0.8 micron in size, reacting with
a bluish coloration to Gram stain, and arranged
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in clusters. These characteristics are important for
orgone biophysics, but are not the essentials. The
name itself says nothing about the origin, function, and position of the blue coccus in nature.
What the bacteriologists calls 'staphylococcus' is,
for orgone physics a small energy vesicle in the
process of degeneration. Orgone biophysics investigates the origin of the staphylococcus from other
forms of life and follows its transformation. It examines the staphylococcus in connection with the
processes of the total biological energy of the organism and produces it experimentally through
degenerative processes in bions, cells, etc.
Through his scientific experiments with orgone energy,
Reich hoped to harness orgone for the treatment of disease
and the good of humanity. Needless to say, his entire life's
work was considered hogwash, and a scientific inquisition
eventually ensued. Branded a menace and a quack, Reich
ran afoul of the Federal Drug Administration, which
claimed his experimental "orgone accumulator" was being
used illegally to treat cancer, and that it was nothing more
than a perverted sex box. Refusing to obey a court injunction, Reich was sentenced to prison. His books were
burned and his equipment destroyed by FDA agents. He
died at the federal penitentiary at Lewisburg, Pennsylvania, in March 1957, at the age of 60.
Reich's researchinto the origin of life, and his belief
that the orgone energy contained within the tiniest forms
of life could not be destroyed, made him one of the most
misunderstood and hated physicians of the 20Ih century. As
we shall discover, there are other heretics in medicine,
mostly ignored and forgotten, who also believed that
cancer was connected with bacteria of human origin. Like
Reich, they claimed that the study of these microbes would
not only lead to the infectious cause of cancer, but to the
origin of life itself.

Dogma and Heresies in Microbiology
After a century of "modern" medical
science, we still don't know the cause of
cancer, heart disease, and many other
chronic diseases. The reason, in my view,
is that medical science refuses to recognize the role that microbes (smaller than
bacteria and larger than viruses) play in
these diseases. Much of the fault lies in
the dogma left over from the 19' century
by such scientific icons as Louis Pasteur
and Robert Koch, who are revered as
fathers of microbiology and bacteriology.
At a time when viruses and nanobacteria
and astrobiology were unknown and when
"the germ theory of disease" was in its infancy, both
scientists held rigid views as to what was possible and not
possible in biology. Neither Pasteur nor Koch could fathom
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Louis Pasteur
the concept that living- organisms
might
arise from non-living sources.
Pasteur (1822-1895) had no
medical training. He was consumed
with fermentation experiments and
with proving "air germs" were the
basis for human disease, although
he provided no explanation for
the origin of atmospheric g e m s
or how life began on Earth. Koch
(1843-1910) discovered the
acteria that caused tuberculosis. He
was obsessed with classifying microbes grown in the laboratory into exact species, depending on their size, structure, physical, and chemical
properties. He insisted the species that were created were
pure and stable, and that microbial species were unable to
change back and forth between each other. According to
Koch, each species of bacteria produced a separate and
distinct disease. Each germ also had to originate from
similar "parent" germs, which reproduced by dividing in
half by "binary fission."
Not every physician of that era believed all the pronouncements of Pasteur and Koch. A few physicianscientists challenged them because they knew what was
often "proven" in laboratory experiments might not always
be applicable to what was going on in the human body.
Antoine Bechainp (1816-1908) was a scientific rival of
the famous Pasteur. The Frenchman was not only a Doctor
of Medicine and Science. but at various times was Profes-

I

.

sor of Medical Chemistry and Pharmacology, and Professor
of Physics, Toxicology and Biological Chemistry. There is
also some evidence that Pasteur plagiarized much of
Bechamp's original research. Pasteur, however, is credited
in history with saving the French beer, wine and silkworm
industries, and with pasteurization and vaccine research.
Bechamp, despite his brilliance, was eventually eclipsed by
the younger man. The details of the scientific controversy
and plagiarism accusations are chronicled in Douglas
Hume's hook, Bechamp or Pasteur?: A Lost Chapter in the
History of Biology (1923), remarkably still in print.
Bechamp had his own ideas concerning the origin of
life and the germ theory of disease. In animal and plant
cells he observed infinitesimal microscopic "granulations"
that he considered the incorruptible elements of all life.
After many laboratory experiments and microscopic
examinations of these granules, the physician-scientist
claimed these so-called "microzymas" were capable of
developing into common living organisms that today go by
the name of bacteria.
In his view, Pasteur's "air germs" had nothing to do
with the origin and appearance of these n~icrozymasin
tissue. In fact, Bechamp wrote that Pasteur's air germs
most likely derived from dying life-forms. Like Folk a
century later, Bechamp found barely visible microzymasl
bacteria in chalk and limestone that he interpreted as
survivor life-forms of past ages. Although all the
microzymas looked similar, they varied in their chemical
abilities. Each tissue, organ or gland had microzymas that
differed from each other.

---
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Antoine Bechamp
According to Hume,
Bechamp and his colleagues
showed these tiny microzynlas were, in reality,
"organised fer~nents"with
the potential to develop
into bacteria. In this
development, they passed
through certain intermediary stages. Some of these
intermediate bacterial
stages were regarded by
people like Koch as different species, but to Bechamp
they were all related and
derived from microzymas. Adding
more heresy to Pasteur's dogma, Becbamp wrote that
without oxygen, ~nicrozymasdo not die, but go into a
state of rest. Bechamp preached, "Every living being
has arisen from the microzymas, and every living being
is reducible to the microzymas."
Like Bechamp, Henry Charlton Bastian's (18371915) investigations into the origin of life were closely
tied into his understanding of the origin of infectious
disease. He was also the last of the great scientists to
uphold the theory of "spontaneous regeneration," by
concluding that life could come from non-life. Like
Reich a century later, lie at.gued that microorganisms
were produced as by-products of the disease process,
not as opportunistic infections, but from degenerating
tissue by a process Bastian ter~ned"heterogenesis." In
heterogenesis, living organisms can arise without
parents from organic starting materials, an idea not in
accord with those of Pasteur and Koch.
Bechamp and Bastian's research was also a threat to
the followers of Charles Darwin (1809-1882), whose
evolutionary theories caused a revolution in science.
Like Pasteur, Darwin was not a medical doctor and had
no training in human pathology. While doctors like
Bechamp and Bastian and others were discovering new
Fornls of life emanating from human diseased tissue
and from the bowels of limestone, Pasteur, Koch and
the Darwinians simply disregarded all this in favor
of their own research and pronouncements.
Bastian paid dearly for his unorthodoxy (and for
sollie well-publicized but failed experiments) and his
once-famous name is largely forgotten. Microbiologist and science professor, James Strick, has recently
revived interest in Bastian's books and research, and
his books 011 the origin of life. A six-volume set
reprinting much of his work has been recently
published. Strick is also the author of Spa,ks qfLiJc
(2000), which chronicles the f a ~ n o u s19Ih century
scientific and bncteriologic debates over Darwinism
and spontaneous generation.
.,:
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Pleomorphism &
the Classification of Bacteria
Koch, famous for his tuberculosis discoveries, was
rigid in his belief that a specific germ had only one l'ori~i
(monomorphism). He opposed all reseal-ch showing that
some germs had more than one form (pleomorphisn~)anti
complex "life cycles." Thus, from the very beginning o l
bacteriology there was conflict between the two camps,
with the monomorphists dominating inicrobiology to this
day.
In the attempt to "classify" bacteria as the lowest forms
of life known at that time, thel-e was no consideration
given to any possible connection between the various
species of bacteria. The dogma was that a coccus remained
a coccus, a rod remained a rod, and there was no interplay
between them. There was no "crossing" from one species
to another, and the research of the pleo~norphiststhat
suggested otherwise was ignored.
When vil-uses were discovered they were ~ n a d eseparate
FI-om bactel-ia, although bacteria al-e also k~lowllto be
susceptible to viral infection. Viruses we]-e put in one box
and bacteria in another. As a result, the spectacular
number of "filterable" pleomorphic microbial forms that
form a bridge between the "living" bacteria and the "dead"
viruses are still largely unstudied, and are considered of no
great importance in clinical medicine. Most doctors simply
want to know the name of the microbe, if any, cultured in
the lab from their specimens, and what antibiotics the
germ is "sensitive" to. Thanks to Pasteur, common "skin"
bacteria like cocci and bacilli are often viewed as suspicious "contaminants," "secondary invaders" or "opportunistic infections" of no great importance as etiologic
agents.
Koch's postulates became dogma to prove that certain
bacteria cause disease, but the postulates did not work very
well for viruses. When "filterable" pleomorphic bacteria
were shown to cause disease and Koch's postulates were
fulfilled, the research was still generally ignored because
such germs were not considered "valid" life-forms. As a
result of this rigidity, medical thought was turned off to the
possibility that cancer was caused by bacteria. However, in
the minds of some medical
heretics,
these century-old
Authno~Arr2sr
Cantxvc1'
mr*nno,rx.,~
Jr., M.D.
scientific beliefs were wrong,
-4.'
1.
wrong, wrong.
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Cancer & the
''Cancer Microbe"
As some scientists are
finally realizing, there is a large
realm of microbial life-forms
that lie between "bacteria2%and
"viruses." It is this I-elatively
uncharted never-never land of
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microbiology that lies at the heart of
life, disease, cancer, death, regeneration, and perhaps even immortality.
In the life of every researcher there
is a person or group of people to whom
a great debt is owed. In my scientific
life as a practicing dermatologist and
clinical researcher, there are four
women who are my icons in medical
science. I knew them personally as
valued friends, and each contributed
greatly to my understanding of the greatest mystery of
medical science: the origin and cause of cancer.
The combined research of physician Virginia
Wuenhele-Caspe Livingston, microbiologist Eleanor
Alexander-Jackson, cell cytologist Irene Diller, and
chemist Florence Seiben, famous for developing the TB
skin test, is a treasure-trove for anyone seeking to learn
about "the cancer microbe" and the heretical microbiology
of cancer. In my book, The Cancer microbe (1990), I
connect this cancer research to Bechamp's and Bastian's
discoveries in the 19Ihcentury, as well as to Reich's
condemned cancer and orgone research.
In 1950, Livingston and Alexander-Jackson, along
with John A. Anderson (head of the Department of
Bacteriology at Rutgers), James Hillier (bead of electron
microscopy at the RCA Victor Laboratories at Princeton),
Roy Allen (a cell histologist), and Lawrence W. Smith
(author of a well-known pathology textbook used in
medical colleges), all combined their talents to write a
paper entitled "Cultural Properties and Pathogenicity
s
and Neoplastic
Obtained from V a r i o ~ ~Proliferative
[cancerous] Diseases," published in the December issue of
Tlie Americun Journnl ofrhe Medical Sciences. The
characteristics of the cancer microbe in blood, tissue and

sized" microbial forms, which grew in
time to the size of conventional bacteria.
For the next two decades these four
women and their colleagues continued
publishing details about the microbiology of cancer. Livingston's two books,
Cancer: A New Breakthrough (1972) and
The Conq~restof Caricer (I 984) can be
found in used book store searches.
Livingston believed everyone carried
cancer microbes in their blood and
tissues, and, further, that microbes were essential for life.
In 1974, she discovered some cancer-associated bacteria
produced an HCG-like hormone, the human
choriogonadotropin hormone, which is an essential
hormone needed to start life in the womb. She believed the
microbe was the germ responsible for aging and death: the
microbe was Mother Nature's built-in terminator to force
old people off the planet and to make room for new life.
At the time of her death in 1990, Livingston was
regarded among the cancer establishment as a quack. Even
though her research was published for three decades in
reputable medical journals, the American Cancer Society
still claims her "cancer microbe" does not exist. An ACSsponsored internet web page states: "One report on the
bacteria Progenitor cryptocides, which Dr. LivingstonWheeler claimed caused cancel; found that the bacteria
does not exist but is actually a mixture of several different
types of bacteria which Dr. Livingston-Wheeler labeled as
one." Who was the author of the report claiming her
microbe did not exist? Accol-ding to the ACS, the author
was "anonymous."
Over the past four decades I have tried to keep this
research alive by showing pictures pleomorphic cancer
bacteria in human cancer and in certain other diseases of

If a disease like cancer is, indeed, caused by
microscopic bacteria, it would indicate that
physicians have been unable to see what was
quite plain for some lqthand 20thcentury scientists
to observe using simple light microscopy.
culti~rewere described in detail. The extreme pleomorphic
nature of the organism was revealed in photos taken with
the electron microscope at a magnification of 3 1,000X.
The cancer microbe (which Livingston later called
Progenitor cryptocides) was filterable through a pore
designed to hold back bacteria. In the filtrate were "virus-
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unknown origin. Some of my photos of cancer microbes are
presented on the web site of the on-line Jo~~urnl
ofliirlepe~iclmt Medicul Researcli (www.joimcosg). Abstracts of my
medical publications can be found on the National Library of
Medicine's "PubMed" web site (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
PubMedI). Simply type in "A Cantwell +cancer bacteria."
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In my rese:lrch. I have obselved germs grown in the lab
from cancerous tissuc. FI-equently they grow as simple round
cocci, or as a misulrt or cocci and rod-shaped bacilli, and
racly :IS strcl~h,cocci.From diseases like scleroderma, I have
see11 4rld" c u l ~ ~ ~evolve
l c s into peculiar and highly pleomorphic ~ I I I ~ U S - l"actinomycete"
ike
organisms, or evolve into
b;~clcl.i;lrcscnlbling tuberculosis-type hacteria. Not infreq~~clltly,
cspcrl microbiologists could not agree on what to
II:IIIIC ~IICSC pleomorphic bacteria.
T havc seen microbes change from one species to another,
clcpending on what they are fed in the labo~atory- staphylococcus oerms that turn into rod-forms of corvnebacteria

believed to be frequent laboratory "contarninants."
Physicians still expect disease-causing bacteria to be of a
specific species type and to cause a "specific" disease.
Likewise, medical doctors believe each form of cancer is
different. The variety of different species of pleomorphic
bacteria recovered from various forms of cancer makes
physicians highly dubious about a bona fide cancer
microbe specific for cancer.
In a series of papers (1970-1979) using the electron
microscope and various testing procedures, an Italian
team of researchers headed by Guido G. Tedeschi showed
that the erythrocytes (red blood cells) and the blood

"Life is not the expression of the organism, the
organism is the expression of some prior and
indestructible vital force. Nothing ever dies."
Helena I? Blavatsky
and back again to "pure" staphylococcus, depending on the
lab media for growth. Most importantly, I have seen these
bacteria in specially-stained (acid-fast stain) tissue sections
made from cancerous tissue, iudicating that these microbes
are not contaminants falling out of the ail: Decade after
decade, all cancer microbe research remains forgotten,
ignol-ed and overlooked because physicians cannot conceive
of such bacteria as causing cancer.
Milton Wainwright, at the University of Shefield, UK, is
a rare microbiologist who has written about the bacteriology
of cancer in the following publications: "Nanobacteria and
associated 'elementay bodies' in human disease and cancer"
(1999): "The return of the cancer germ"; "Forgotten microbiology: back to the future"(2000); "Highly pleomorphic
staphylococci as a cause of cancel-" (2000); and "Is this the
historical 'cancer germ"'? (2003).
In, Can Bacteria Cause Cancer?: Alternative Medicine
Co~zfioratsBig Science (1997), David J. Hess charts the
history of bacteria as etiological agents in cancer. An
anthropologist at Renssalear University, Hess claims this
research has not only been forgotten or disregarded, but
actively suppressed. Hess cites financial and professional
interests, as well as more general cultural factors to help
explain the suppression.

Blood Bacteria
The idea that the blood contains bacteria related to
cancer has been repeatedly raised by vwious cancer microbe
researchers, but the idea was never taken seriously. Bacteria
grown from cancer patients are never considered to be more
than inconsequential bacteria like staph, strep and various
common bacilli of no etiologic significance, which are
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platelets of both normal and diseased patients are cryptically infected with pleomorphic bacteria. Electron-dense
"granular bodies" were found within the erythrocytes, and
a variety of microbial forms and species were reported as
mycoplasma-like and corynebacteria-like L-forms of
bacteria, staphylococcus epidennidis, micrococci, cocci,
and cocco-bacillary forms. Such microbes are sirnilat. to
what various cancer microbe researchers have reported
over the past century. Some of Tedeschi's microbes were
acid-fast, a staining quality characteristic of Livingston's
cancer microbe.
All of this indicates that human blood is definitely not
sterile, and should raise suspicion that
these tiny blood bacteria could be involved
in the production of disease, a conclusion
,.:>.
Reich came to a half-century ago. Like
-.
.5
Reich, Tedeschi's team suggested the
evolution of cocci and diphtheroids taking
$:
origin from cell-wall-deficient forms
seems not to be related to a particular state
,;.; :
of illness, but is the consequence of a
generalized crypto-infection.
A study published in the Journal of
Clinical Microbiology (December2002).
I :
entitled "Are there naturally occurring
C ' .
Heleno'Blovofskoyi~
pleomorphic bacteria in the blood of
healthy humans?," by R.W. McLaughlin
and associates, confirms the presence of a wide diversity of
microorganisms within the blood of healthy people. With
new research showing nanobacteria in the blood, it is
apparent there is much to learn about the bacteriology of
the blood and what it contains normally and in disease.
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As they have done for a century, microbiologists will
undoubtedly quibble about what to name these organisms,
hut what is much more important than a name is to
determine what microbes "do," not in the laboratory, but
in the human body. What is the energy force that allows
these microbes to exist in harmony with us, and what
turns them into killers?

Science, Soul and Spirit

1994 book, T h e Physics of Immortality, he states "Either
theology is pure nonsense, a subject with no content, or
else theology must ultimately become a branch of physics
... The goal of physics is understanding the ultimate
nature of reality. If God is real, physicists will eventually
find HimlHer."
In The B i b l e , God tells us we came from dust, and to
dust we shall return, which is not terribly encouraging for
those not confident about an afterlife. However, what if
dust contained elements and building blocks that could remake life over and over again for all eternity? Isn't Earth
basically a big pile of dust? Could this be "God's little
secret" that He wants us to unravel?
What is life if it is not pulsating with cosmic energy?
If the tiniest of life forms can exist in meteors millions or
billions of years old, and if we are composed and descended from the tiniest forms of life, why can't we live
forever? All we might need is a speck of dust and a little
"faith" to ignite that spark of life that
would get us going again. P

Helena P. Blavatsky (1831.1891) is the controversial
founder of Theosophy, a philosophical and spiritual group
with a keen interest in the origin of life. In researching
this article, I came across her name on a web page
connected to ti^^^^ 191'' century studies on tiny bacteria
in limestone. Her ideas about the origin of life are
amazingly prophetic in light of current findings of
nanobacteria in microbiology
geology. H~~ idea o f a
"vital force" seems similar to Reich's "orgone energy."
Blavatsky wrote: "Life is not the expression
of the organism, but, on the contrary, the
organism is the expression of some prior
and indestructible vital force. Nothing
02004 Alan Cantwell, 11.. M.D. is a physician
ever dies. Life's opposite is not death, but
and author O ~ A I D Sand the ~ o c t o r sof Death
(1988) and Qrreer Blood: Secret AIDS
latency. Indeed ... one is compelled to
Genocide Plot (1993) available in the USA
ask whether all humanity, past and
from BOO. c-"~ House a 1-800-431future, is not imprisoned in latent form
1579, or Aries Rising Press, PO Box 29532,
in the rocks and sands of our terrestrial
Los
Angeles, CA 90029.
sphere." In T h e Secret D o c t r i n e (1888),
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and the MerovingrHn Master Plan
by Tracy Twyman
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ithin the next few years
could possibly b e
achieved the fulfillment of a
millennium's worth of
manipulation on the part
of E u r o p e ' s h i d d e n
hierarchy in pursuit of
what s o m e may call
their Merovingian
M a s t e r P l a n to
construct a new
v e r s i o n of t h e
Holv R o m a n
Empire. This
time they may
not s o easily
. -give u p their
power.
i
T h e y intend
their new a n d
improved, a n d
vastly more powerful e m p i r e , t o
last a thousand
years.
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ince the time of Clovis I,
the Merovingian kings of
France h a v e been t h e
rightful heirs t o the senior
c r o w n of Europe, the H o l y
Roman Empire, although that
right has n o t always been

recognized.
The title given by Pope
Anastasias I1 to Clovis and
his descendants in 496 A.D.,
when the covenant between
the Vatican and the
Merovingians first began,
was "New Constantine."
This title bestowed secular
authority over the choicest bits
r
of Christian Europe, as
Constantine had once enjoyed.
Constantine had been the "13th
Apostle," responsible for the
incorporation of Christianity into
the Roman institution. He was a
priest-king, holding spiritual dominion
as well as secular dominion, as previous Roman emperors had held. However, when the later Merovingian kings
began to exhibit a desire to exercise their
own spiritual authority, which rested partially
upon the foundation of their blood relationship

to Jesus Christ and King David, it sparked a
Empire began to turn its sights toward the
Holy Land. The first Crusade began in
chain of events that culminated in the
assassination of Dagobert 11, the last
1095, and the entire enterprise was brought
Merovingian king, and the loss of the title
about because of the pressure certain
"New Constantine."
Merovingian descendants placed upon
It appears that the Merovingians' right to
Pope Urban I1 and the nobility of Europe.
the title and to European hegemony was
This resulted in the capture of Jen~salem
rooted in something more ancient than
four years later, and the creation of the
Clovis. They believed, perhaps because of
Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem as part of the
their descent from Christ and King David,
Holy Roman Empire. The capture was led
they had been entitled to rule over Europe
by Godfioi de Bouillon, a descendant of
long before it was sanctioned by Pope
Dagobert 11. His brother, Baldwin I, was
11.
This
"Divine
Right"
was
proclaimed King of Jerusalem. The MeroAnastasias
vingian descendants appear to have
recognized by their loyal subjects, who
considered the Holy Land their rightful
regarded the Merovingians as semi-divine
possession due to their direct descent from
priest-kings and formed a cult worshipping
King David. Jerusalem was in a way their
Dagobert I1 after his death. The
coronation stone, legitimizing their
Merovingians were not about to give up their
rightful inheritance without a fight.
eventual return to the rule of the Holy
Less than two hundred years later, a man
Roman Empire.
named Charlemagne (Charles the Great),
To this goal they immediately dedicated
who manied a Merovingian princess, was
themselves. In 1099, with the help of
made Holy Roman Emperor and was given
Baldwin I1 (son of Baldwin I, who died
dominion over a land mass greater than that
shortly after the capture of the Holy Land).
of the Merovingians. Thus began the majestic
a group of Knights was formed supposedly
Carolingian dynasty, which consisted, after
to help keep the roads to Je~.usalemsafe for
Charlemagne, of men with
pilgrims. Its core members
were all froin the
partially Merovingian
blood. Charlemagne too
Merovingian "Grail
families," and they soon
was considered a priestking, and is probably the
established their own
son of empire throughmost beloved figure in
our Europe-one based
French history. He
carried the Spear of
$
upon the power of
Destiny as his scepter, a
money. The Templars
holy relic said to be
6 were legally beholden to
none hut the Pope, and
bloodied by the wound of
Christ, and said to
..: even that they took
lightly, so any land
confer upon its possesso!'
.
transcendental power
s controlled by them was
over the entile Eal-th.
,
,.
essentially an indepen-...
While he may not have
dent principality. They
ruled over the entire
\
held possessions
kt,
throughout the contiworld in actuality,
,./'
"
Charlemagne did have
'ui.,;.:.
,..'
nent, and controlled
major industries,
dominion over its most
especially that of
significant poltion. For
Flavius Valerius constantinus
banking. Soon, they had
at that time 'western
Imperator of Rome
Europe was without a
all the princes of Europe
doubt the foremost bastion of culture, science,
indebted to them. It took Pope Clement V
philosophy and morality; a light in the
and King Phillip of France in collusion to
darkness surrounded by "barbarian hordes."
get them disbanded, excon~nlunicated,and
The Carolingian dynasty ended in 918,
in some cases burnt at the stake, before the
to
but the Holy Roman Empire ccotir~~red
Templar "menace" was finally subdued.
play a decisive role in the unfolding of its
Meanwhile, Merovingian descendants
destiny. It was during this time that the
were busy reclaiming the throne of the
2
,
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This is 4he
OFlicial European flag
The flag consists of a clrcle of
iwelve golcl stars on a blue backgio~111dtlial iepresents a covenl l ~ csolidarity ancl liarrnoiiy beti'ieen llie governments of Europe.
71ic nilmber of stars is not ielstecl to the nuniber oi Melnber
States In tlie coven. There are
t>n!elve slirrs heca~isethe number
i'n,clve IS tratlilionally ihe inagicka s:y;iI~ol of power. perfectlon.
con~pleteness,a ~ i dunlty. The flag
rcmalns uncllanyed rcgarclless of
! iiov! niaiiy govcr!imelits choose to
; lo!il ihe Ellropean Union.
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Holy Roman Empire via another
avenue. In 1273, Count Rudolf, of
the Merovingian-entwined
Habsburg dynasty (later HabsburgLorraine), was elected Holy
Roman Emperor. The title stayed
in the family until the Empire
collapsed in 1806. Interestingly,
the Empire was ended by Napoleon, who was manied to a
Merovingian princess. Napolean
had attempted to associate himself
Childeric 111 - The Last
with the Merovingian mystique by
of the Merovinqians
placing golden bees from the tomb
of Merovingian King, Childeric 111, on his coronation robe.
Although he wasn't of royal blood himself, he was recognized as an emperor, and ruled over a pan-European empire
much like the one he had just crushed. The Habsburgs
remained the emperors of Austria, and then Austro-Hungary,
until the revolution of 1919, making them the longest
reigning European dynasty in history. Their role in European
politics wasn't over by a long shot.

The Priory of Sion
Sixty-seven years From the end of the Holy Roman Empire,
the Merovingian Grail families began jockeying once again for
control of Europe. The Knights Templar had been the brainchild
of another secret society, the Priory of Sion, an order dedicated to
the restoration of the Merovingian bloodline to the thrones of
Europe. In 1873, they sponsored the creation of another fiont
o~ganization,the Hieron du Val #Or, which contains an
m a a m of the place-name "Omal," a location impoltant to the
Merovingians and the Priory of Sion. In French, the word "Val
d'01"means "Valley of Gold."
In his 1979 book Le Tresor du Triangle d'Or (The
Treasure of the Golden Triangle), Jean-Luc Cbameil states
that the Heiron practiced a version of Scottish Rite Freemasonry, and that the upper degrees of this order constituted the
lower degrees of the Priory of Sion. Chameil desc~ibedthe
group's disposition as "Christian, Hermetic, and aristocratic." They proclaimed themselves to be Catholic, even
though the Church of Rome condemned them. Their mystic
teachings contained, according to Holy Blood, Holy Grail, "a
characteristic emphasis on sacred geometry and various
sacred sites ... an insistence on a mystical or Gnostic truth
underlying mythological motifs," and "a preoccupation with
the origins of men, races, languages, and symbols." The
order was, "simultaneously Christian and 'transChristian.' It stressed the importance of the Sacred
Heart ... sought to recognize Christian and pagan
mysteries [and] ... Ascribed special significance to
Druidic thought, which it ... regarded as partially
Pythagorean."
The Hieron du Val d'Or was also unabashedly promonarchist, and sought a restoration of the Holy
Roman Empire. This one, unlike the previous one,
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would be built on an ultimately spiritual basis, a vision
specifically echoed in the Priory of Sion's own literature. The
new empire would have been a reflection of Heaven on
Earth, a specifically Hermetic Arcadian ideal. Jean-Luc
Chaumeil described the Hi6ron's agenda as:

. . . a theocracy wherein nations would be no more
than provinces, their leaders but proconsuls in the
service of a world occult government consisting of
an elite. For Europe, this regime of the Great King
implied a double hegemony of the Papacy and the
Empire, of the Vatican and of the Habsburgs, who
would have been the Vatican's right arm.
The authors of Holy Blood, Holy Grail were quick to
point out that this envisioned scenario accords with the
Nostradamus prophecy about the "Great King" who would
issue from the House of Lorraine, since the Habsburgs were
the House of Lorraine. This vision accords with that shared
by nu~nerouscultures tliroughout the world and throughout
history who have embraced the myth of the King of the
World, a legendary quasi-divine global monarch. It is said by
those who believe in him that he currently lives in the center
of the Earth, psychically directing the affairs of mankind,
and will incarnate in human form at the end of our current
epoch to rule earth directly. It further accords with the "King
of the Blood of Sion" image discussed in the infamous
Protocols of Zion, which, as Holy Blood, Holy Grail
hypothesizes, may well have been the minutes of a meeting
of the Priory of Sion, as it describes a plot by the descendants
of King David to take over the world.
The events surrounding World War I toppled the Western
monarchies, and for the first half of this century Europe was
in total chaos. It seemed impossible for current events to be
any more out of sync with the goals of the Merovingian
bloodline. The chaos woi-ked to their advantage because it
created the need for order. At the close of the
First World War, people began to theorize
1,
that a United Europe would make it impossible for mem-ber countries to go to war with
each other in the future. The pitch became
even more fevered during and after the
Second World War, as people began to
realize the true dan-ger of the U.S.S.R. and
the need for a Euro-pean power bloc to
balance the ratio of world power against the
Communists. Even though most of Europe
was appreciative towards the U.S. for freeing
them from Hitler, they knew the U.S. now
held more influence than any one European
power could stand up to in a conflict. A United Europe
would create a balance, and stand as a bulwark against both
Communist imperialism and bourgeoisie American culture.
Not surprisingly, it was the royal families of Europe,
particularly the Grail families, who campaigned for a United
Europe, often working through the apparatus of the Priory of
Sion and other groups.

Vaincre & the
United States of the West
During World War 11, the Priory was led by the poet
and artist Jean Cocteau, who held the post of Grand
Master from 1918 until 1963. However, another organization operated under the u~nbrellaof the Priory of Sion.
Alpha Galates was led by M. Pierre Plantard, who claimed
to be a direct descendant of Dagobert 11, and who would
one day become the Grand Master of the Priory of Sion
itself.' Alpha Galates was largely concerned with politics,
both of France and Europe. They published a journal
called Vnincre (Victory). Pierre Plantard has claimed that
Voincre was a "Resistance" journal (although on the
su~faceit doesn't appear to be) and, indeed, European
unity was a popular tenet amongst the Resistance. According to Vuincre, the mission of Alpha Galates, as described
in The Messinnic Legucy, included:
1. The unity of France within her geographic
frontiers and the abolition of the line of demarcation between German-occupied zones and those
under Vichy control;

2. The mobilization of all French energy and resources for the defense of the nation and, particularly, an appeal to the young for obligatory service;
3. The creation of a 'new western order,' a 'young
European chivalry' whose keynote was to be 'Solidarity.' Within each European nation, this organization, known as Solidarity, was to represent 'the
first stage of the United States of the West.'

The idea of the "United States of the West" is one of
the predominant themes throughout Vuincre, and is
illustrated by a drawing that ran in the first issue. This
drawing depicts a mounted knight riding down a road
upon which is written "The United States of the West,"
situated in between areas labeled "Brittany" and "Bavaria." A rising sun marked with the sign of Aquarius and
"1946" indicates the birth of the United States of the West
would be the dawn of a new age.
For Alpha Galates, this was not merely a dream. It was
a plan. Louis le Fur, a member of Alpha Galates, later
founded a group called Energie, which included Robert
Schuman, another man who wished for a United States of
Europe. Schuman later became an instrumental figure in
the drafting of the plans for the European Economic
Community (EEC). As the French Foreign Minister, it was
his "Schuman Declaration," made on May 9, 1950, that
resulted in the formation of the European Coal and Steel
Community (ECSC), which combined the coal and steel
production of sevel-al European countries under the same
authority. This constituted the real beginning of the
European Union, and May 9 is now celebrated as
"Schuman Day" in Europe.

Link Between
German & French Resistance
Not only were the men of Alpha Galates and the French
Resistance dreaming of a United Europe, but the dream was
alive in Germany with Hitler and his advocates (who clearly
wanted to "unite Europe" in a wholly different way) and with
the German Resistance. The German Resistance was largely
centered around an aristocrat named Claus von Stauffenberg,
a nobleman and monarchist with a large following of
acolytes called the Kreisau Circle. Stauffenberg was responsible for the famous "Bomb Plot," the attempt to assassinate
Hitler on July 20, 1944, now celebrated as Europe's
Stauffenberg Day.
Among his circle
were his cousins,
Count Helmut
James von Moltke

The Grail families

controlEurope,but

andHa-Ad~lf
von Moltke. the
latter of whom was
apparently a member
of A l ~ h aGalates. In an
article from Vuincre. in
which it is announced
that Pierre Plantard had
been elected Grand
Master of the Alpha,
Hans Adolf von Moltke,
who is described as "a great
German, one of the Masters in
our Ordel-,"is quoted as stating:

do SO a 1 most with
the permission of
the Vatican, the
other great

I have the pleasure to say, before my departure for Spain, that
our Order has at lastfound achief
worthy of it in the person of Pierre
de France. It is therefore with
total confidence that I d e ~ a r t
to perform my mission; for
while not deluding myself
about the perils I run in discharging my duty, I know that
until mv last breath mv watchword will consist of recognition of
Alpha Galates and fidelity to its chief.

power that
secretly

manipulates
European
politics.

Von Moltke had been the German
ambassador to both Poland and Britain, and
had just been appointed Ambassador to Spain. His cousin
Helmut James von Moltke had been attempting to circumvent Hitler by negotiating a peace deal with the Allies
through associates in Sweden. It is likely that Hans Adolf
von Moltke was on a similar mission in Spain. Von Moltke
died in Spain later that year, and although the Allies won the
war, the peace that followed was not at all what the Kreisau
Circle had in mind. Had they been successful in negotiating
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their ~pcaw~ 1 ~ 1 1Eulr)l,c
.
1i1;1ywell have turned out diffel-ently.
Thc link hct\\:cc~ithe Kreisau Cil.cle and Alpha Galates
rcl,rcsc~~ls
the lirst definitive link between the French and
Gcrm;111Rcsist;~~icc
movements yet known. Furthermol-e, the
rcl:~~ionsliip
hctwcc~ithe two groups seems not to have begun
1111lil 1942. the Sillile year that Vaiflcrebegan publishing.
1-ikc thc mu~iihcrsof Alpha Galates, tlie Kreisau Circle
hcc;~nicin\,ol\'cd in the planning of the EEC througll their
;~ssc,ci:~tcsin the Swiss bfanch of the-British FOI-eignOfice,
~ I I tI h~r ~ i ~Allcn
~ l i Dulles, then head of the Swiss station of
the Oflice of S~rategicServices (OSS), which later became
the CIA, with Dulles at the head.
After the war, Piel-re Plantard apparently gained high
rank within the Priory of Sion itself, and began editing its
official journal called C.I.R.C.U.I.7:, which stood for
"Chevalierie d'Institutions et Rkgles Catholiques d'union
Independente et Traditionaliste" ("Chivalry of Catholic Rules
and Institutions of the Independents and Traditionalist
Union"). It is very sirnilar in style and content to that of
Vainwe. However, with regard to the politics of state,
C.I.R.C.U.1.7: did not confine itself to mere statements of
opinion, but rather predicted
what they believed would
inevitably occur. They argued for
the abolition of the French
system which calved tlie
country's geography into
departments, and laid out their
own blueprint for the restructuring- of the FI-ench govern~nent
into nine sections: "Council of
tlie Provinces; Council of State;
Parliamentruy Council; Taxes,
Work, and PI-oduction; Medical;
National Education; Age of
Majority; and Housing and
Schools." In another article,
Plantard describes plans for the
restructurin- of the entire world,
including, "the creation of a Confederation of Lands becomes
of States: the United States of Eum-Africa,
a Co~ifede~-ation
which represented an African and European comlnunity of
exchange based on a common market and the circulation of
wealth in order to serve tlie well-being of all, this being the
sole stable foundation on which peace can be constructed."

CIA, Vatican and Priory of Sion
The formation of a United States of Europe appears to
have been o ~ i cof the most consistently-stated goals of the
Prio~yof Sion and those associated with it during tlie 20th
century. According to Holy Bloorl, Holy G,ui/, "The Prieuri
de S i ~ m[sou:li1] a United States of Europe partly as a
bulwark :~;;~ilistthe Soviet impel-ium ... a self-contained and
neutral powel- bloc capable of holding tlie balance of power
between tlie Soviet Union and the United States." The idea of
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a united Eu~opewas also popula- amongst the French Resistance, espoused by people such as the national litemy hero of the
F~rnch,An&e Malraux, who advocated a "European New Deal"
allied against the U.S.S.R. In 1942, Winston Churchill is quoted
as saying, "I tlust that the European fanuly may act united as one
under a Council of Eu~ope.I look fo~wardto a United States of
Europe." Olganizations such as Pan Eu~opa,founded by Count
Richad Coudenhove-Kalerg, began to pop up in the 1940s. Pan
Europa included Jean Cocteau's tiiend and fellow poet, Paul
Vali~y,and is cu~~ently
directed by Otto von Habsburg. They
employ a Celtic cross as their insignia.
Other goups that were intel~stedin seeing European unity
were the Westem intelligence agencies, especially B~itishand
Ame~icanintelligence, which sought to build a pro-European
network amongst militant Catholic and riglit-wing political
groups. When the OSS, precursor of the CIA, was under the
control of W~llianDonovan, they had attempted to infiltrate the
Vatican and put p~iestsin top positions on their payl-oU. They
made use of Father Felix Morlion, founder of Pro Deo (For God),
a E u l o p n Catholic intelligence agency, which the OSS funded
and installed fi~stin New York and then in the Vatican itself.
They also made use of the Society of Jesuits, which had been
involved in Catholic espionage for y m s .
In 1948, tlie same year that the Congress of Eulope met at
the Hague, the OSS became the CIA. Immediately, the CIA
began funding EUI-opeanpolitical pruties, particularly the
Ch~istianDemocrats, in an attempt to manipulate European
governments and pull them to the light. The following year, the
Ametican Committee on a United Eu~ope(ACUE) way formed,
and William Donovan was made its chai~man.Allen Dulles,
fo~merhead of the OSS in Switzerland, friend of the Von Moltke
cousins and future head of the CIA, was Xce-President of the
committee. The Director of the Council on Folign Relations,
Commission, G e o ~ e
and the future cooldinator of the T~ilate~al
S. Ranklin, was the Secretary of the committee. Another CIA
employee, Tliomas B~aden,was their Executive Director.
Because of these men, the U.S. State Department decided to fund
the Eu~opeanMovement. In May 1954, Joseph Retinger
collaborated with Prince Bemhard of the Netherlands and others
to create the globalist think tank, the Bilderberg Group.
Meanwhile, the CIA busied itself funding pro-Catholic and
antiCommunist organizations and newspapers all over Europe.
A major recipient was Italy's Cluistian Democrat paty, which
was started by the father of Pope Paul VI, who was also on their
payroll. Since World War 11, he had been a spy and liaison for the
OSS, and later the CIA. It has been said that Pope John Paul 11
began ieceiving weekly b~iefingsfrom the CIA in1978.

P2 and the Vatican
During the 1960s, the CIA began distributing funds to its
favol-ed groups through the Vatican's own bank. This was
done with the help of a shadowy, pro-Catholic, anti-Communist Masonic order known as "P2," which allegedly had
lodges in Italy, France, Portugal, Switzerland, the United
States, Nicaragua, Bolivia, Paraguay, Argentina, and
Venezuela. As David Yallop writes in In God:?Nanze, "It

T h ~ plaque
s
commemorates the burn~ngat the stake of Jacques de Molay

[interlocked] with a number of the military I-egirnesof Latin
America, and with a variety of groups of neo-Fascists. It also
[interlocked] very closely with the CL4. It [reached] right
into the heart of the Vatican. The central common interest of
all these elements [was] apparently a hatred and fear of
Communism."
All of this came out in the Italian press, in 1981, when a
massive banking scandal broke involving the official Vatican
bank, Banco Ambrosiano, and P2. The main figures implicated were P2 member, Michael Sindona (a high ranking
official in the bank and P2's financier), and the lodge's
Grand Master, Licio Gelli, a man with far-right viewpoints.
After the scandal broke, Gelli was found hanging from the
Blackfriar's Bridge in London in 1982, in a manner consistent with Masonic ritual. The P2 scandal also led to the
murder of an Italian investigator, Giorgio Ambrosoli, and
later to the murder of the chief suspect in the first two
murders. It is claimed that P2 is under the direction of an
even more powerful organization, which one former member,
Mino Pecorelli, named as the CIA. Pecorelli was murdered
after making this acknowledgement. But there is another
possibility. Supposedly, "P2" stands for "Propaganda Due,"
the meaning of which is not elaborated. However, it has also
been suggested that "P2" simply means "Priory 2," and that
it is a break-off group of the Priory of Sion.
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specifically,
"the role of
modern
Templars in the reunification of Europe." Could it be that the
"Gnomes of Zurich" and the powerful men and women
throughout Europe, who have influenced the formation of the
European Union, were in fact "modern Templarsnmembers of chivalrous and traditionalist secret societies
dedicated to furthering the political goals of the Grail
families? That cenainly appears to be the case.
Pierre Plantard admitted as much in his last interview
with the authors of Holy Blood Holy Grail (conducted just
after he had withdrawn from the Priory of Sion). In this
meeting, Pierre Plantard expanded upon the Priory of Sion's
political goals for the immediate future. He remarked,
according to The Messianic Leprrcy, that "Mitterand ... had
been a necessary stepping stone," but, "had served his
purpose, and was expendable. The time had come to move
on, and nothing could now stop 'it' fi-om doing so." He said
that for some of the Priory's members, their ultimate aim was
a United States of Europe, to balance the power exercised by
Sovereign 8 Military Order
the Soviet Union and the United States. They also desired a
larger "common market" of the Occident, which would
of the Temple of Jerusalem
include both Europe and the United States.
When the P2 scandal broke in 1981 and Licio Gelli's
Regarding the involvement of the Vatican in this grand
property was raided, they discovered links between P2 and
plantard said that R~~~ was "cooperatingn in actor.
the Vatican. These included a Vatican intelligence agency
dance with their "ongoing policy" on such matters, "to which
called "Opus Dei," which controls Vatican Radio, and
individual popes were bound." Without elaborating, he
another group that claims descent from the Knights Templar: adlnitted that, "celtain concessions had been necessaly in
the Sovereign and Military Order of the Temple of Jerusabut they were essentially nominal."
~ ~ ~ i l
lem. This order, which dates back at least to 1804, is claimed families, according to plantard, ultimately control E
~
~
~
to have been created by the Templars' last Grand Master,
but with the permission of the Vatican, the other great power
Jacques de Malay, who pulponedly drew LIPa charter prior to that secretly manipulates European politics. It is a sort of
his execution naming a successor. They are a genuine
symbiotic relationship built not so much on mutual respect
continuation, they say, of the original order, and they now
but on the recognition on the pan of each that neither party
dedicate themselves to "antiquarian interests." However,
could hope to hold power for very long without the acquieswhen the authors of Holy Blood Holy Grail met with one of
cence of the other. In this way, the situation is much the same
their representatives in 1982, and did some research on their
as it was during the days of the Holy Roman Empire.
own, a much more complicated picture emeged.
When the European Union officially began in 1950 as
The repl-esentative told them they had just undergone a
the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC), it was a
schism in which members of their group broke away to form
pulrly economic confederntion built for the purpose of
their own, headquartered in Switzerland. Another spinoff,
helping E~~~~
from the war and fend off the
the "Grand Prieurk de Suisse," made its headquarters in the
gmwing communist t],l-eat.~
~the E~~~~~~~
d
~ union
~ is a,
Swiss city of Sion, led by a man named Anton Zapelli. This
swiftly coalescing superstate, with a common currency,
organization included members who belonged to the Grand
central bank, parliament, judiciary, police force, and
Suisse Loge (Swiss Lodge) Alpina, and Zapelli had been
international laws that in many cases o v e ~ ~ u l e
named by one of the informants interviewed for Holy
, . :.
member states. Plans are in place to create a
!:a
,:,:.,
Blood, Holy Grnil as being, 'The real power behind
standing European army, navy and air force
. . \. ,the Prieurk de Sion." In their subsequent research,
, meant to phase out European reliance on NATO
. Ir+y
.-.tXcC'. and the UN. They even have a common flag and a
the authors came across internal documents from
..
the Grand Prieuri de Suisse dealing with two
transnational anthem, Beethoven's "Ode to Joy."
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The Eurc~pc;~n
Unio~lconsists oI' lil'lccn member coun~rics;~ndis looking 10 ;~cill~irc
I ~ I inore
I
on May 1, 2004 (the
I>:I:XII
liolicl;~).of 13cli:11ic).It \\,ill thcn contain more than a
h:~Il'billio~l
pct,l,lc. l'hu Eun~pca~i
Union constitutes a power
cq11al ill rn:~g~iilllilc
III ihc United States. The Communist
bloc. \vliich lhc EU \\,;IS p;~rliallyconceived to combat, has
hcc11~lcslr~~yccl.
I~lilccil,(lie trend toward transnational
sulxrs~;i~cs
is grotving: Otto von Habsburg stated in a recent
in~crvic\\,III:II. "NAlTA will also develop into such an
~~syliiz;~tion
llikc tlie EU]. Then we can gradually come to
\ ~ I I ; I I \\'ill bc ;I global ... organization."

The Scarlet Woman
Tlicre are those, such as J.R. Church (host of the
"l'rophecy in the News" television progl-am) and the late
I-lerbert W. Arrnstrong (of the Worldwide Church of God)
who have seen in the European Union a fulfilln~entof
Biblical prophecy, the kingdom of the Antichrist described in
The Revelation of St. John the Divine. In this book, the
woman who gives bilth to the Antichrist is described as "a
woman clothed with the Sun, and the Moon under her feet.

Revelation of St. John the Divine when it talks about the
Scarlet Woman, "the great whore that sitteth upon many
waters ... with whom the kings of the earth have committed
fornication, and tlie inhabitants of the eath have been made
drunk with the wine of her fornication"?
The cup held by the Scarlet Woman is reminiscent of the
Grail. symbolized as a holy vessel. The Catholic Church has
personified this image of the scarlet woman in the form of St
Mary Magdalene, the reformed whore of the New Testament
who became Christ's closest disciple (and, according to
apocryphal literature, also his wife). The Grail families
worship Mary Magdalene as a personification of the Venus1
lshtar love goddess archetype, and she is often depicted
holding a vase "full of healing balm," which is said by
esotericists to symbolize tlie Grail.
Another notable feature of the Scarlet Woman is the
Beast upon which she rides. St. John the Divine states, "The
seven heads [of the Beast] are the seven mountains on which
the woman sitteth." (Rev. 17:9) Rome was built upon seven
hills, so this statement may indicate the Catholic Church of
Rome, a revised version of the old Babylonian priesthood

A European leader from a royal house with branches t
by people from all European countries. Any other lead'
-

and upon her head a crown of twelve stars." (Rev. 12) When
one I-eads this, it is impossible not to think of the flag of the
European Union, consisting of twelve sta-s on a blue field,
supposedly because "12 is the number of perfection,"
according to the European Union's official website (http:I/
europa.eu.inQ. (This is the same flag proposed in Vaincre for
the United States of Europe.) Furthermore, the description of
the woman in Revelation 12 accords precisely with that of
the Babylonian mother goddess, Ishtar, the "Queen of
Heaven," who also stands upon the Moon, clothed with the
Sun, with a crown of twelve stars around her head.
This image was later adapted by the Catholic Church
into their image of the Virgin Mary, also called by them the
"Queen of Heaven." Indeed, Pope John Paul I1 has officially
declared the Virgin Mary to be the patron deity of the
European Union. Also, the 20-pence coin of the Biitish
colony Gibraltar once bore the image of the Virgin M a ~ y
crowned with the twelve stan and labeled both "Queen of
Heaven" and "Our Lady of Europa." Ishtar was the
Babylonian love goddess, worshipped as a divine whore with
the sac]-edrite of temple prostitution. Can there be any doubt,
then, that this is the same goddess discussed later in The
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(with the old gods disguised as Christ, Mary and the saints).
Rev. 17:12 states: "the ten horns ... are ten kings, which have
received no kingdom as yet, but receive power as kings one
hour with the Beast." Could these be the crown heads of
Europe, who will one day rule over ten foithco~ningkingdoms in a newly-revised Holy Roman Empire? Herben W.
Armstrong certainly thought so. He believed (in accordance
with our own research) that the royal houses of Europe we]-e
made up of the descendants of the ten lost tribes of Israel,
and that they were destined to establish the kingdom of the
Antichrist, exactly as these tribes had been prophesized to do
in the Bible.
The image of a woman ~idinga beast is in itself symbolic
of Europe. An ancient Greek myth relates how the goddess
Europa (after whom the continent of Europe was named) was
kidnapped and raped by the great god Zeus in the form of a
bull. He came to her from out of the sea, and caned her off
beneath the waves. I have identified this stoiy (in Dugoberrk
Revenge Vol 4. #I) with the myth of the Quinotaur, or sea
bull, whose rape of a Visigothic princess led to the biith of
Meroveus, the founder of the Merovingian dynasty. Of
course, the Merovingians went on to provide Europe with the
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royal families who ruled over the Holy Roman Empire, now
currently being resurrected in the form of the European
Union.
Indeed, the image of Europa riding the bull is used on
numerous official European Union documents, including
currency, and can be found depicted in motifs and statuary
throughout the official European Union buildings in Brussels
and Strasbourg.' This has been interpreted by a number of
Bible prophecy preachers as a statement by the European
Union identifying itself with the Beast of Revelation, yet
many of these people are ignorant of the Greek myth of
Europa. It is clear that the man who called himself St. John
the Divine certainly was not ignorant of the Greek myth. He
saw that the Roman Empire was destined to dominate the
world, and he specifically chose to depict it this way.

Templars of the Apocalypse
The Priory of Sion also appears to see in the United
States of Europe an apocalyptic scenario, although they
declare themselves to be working for the establishment of
Christ's kingdom on Earth. Priory of

Europe's union can a genuine state of peace and security, a
true "Pax Europa," be achieved in the West, a peace that will
spread throughout the entire world if maintained. In a globe
such as ours today, external threats to the Western order need
to be met with common immigration policies, travel restrictions, defense policies, and health and safety codes. Even
more so, those who attempt to destroy our culture need to be
met by a West that is healthy, strong and proud; one which
acknowledges its common heritage and cherishes its
traditions.
The threat that faces us today is ultimately spiritual in
nature, and therefore our unity must be ultimately spiritual,
not merely materialistic and political, which is what the
European Union appears at present to be. In Men Amongst
the Ruins, Julius Evola, wrote of this concept that, "the
principle of the Empire can have ... dignity only by transcending the political sphere in the strict sense, founding and
legitimizing itself with an idea, a tradition and a power that
is spiritual." Francis Parker Yockey expressed a similar point
of view in Imperium, writing: "the nature of the unity of
[Western] culture is purely spiritual in its origin. The

ughout Europe is the only sort that would be accepted
vould be considered a despot with no mandate to rule.
Sion member Paul le Cour wrote in his book The Age of
Aquarills (1949, translated by Peter O'Reilly): "Let us try to
understand what our mission consists of. Let us try to fulfill
it by preparing knights of the Apocalypse whose head will be
Christ when he returns!" A one-time s~okesmanfor the
Priory, Jean-Luc Chaumeil, wrote a book about the Priory
called Tenl[~/ars
offhe Apocalypse. One can certainly see
their point of view. For one thing, the kings of a future
European empire would be blood descendants of Christ,
David, and the patriarchs of the Bible, quite fitting for the
administrators of God's kingdom. If a strong European
empire actually managed to fend off the Barbarian hordes of
the Third World to become the dominant cultural force on
the globe, it would indeed seem like Heaven on Earth.
This may be the most convincing argument in favor of a
strong European Union: the need for Western civilization,
exemplified by Europe, to defend itself against its enemies,
especially Islamic fanatics, the same enemy the Holy Roman
Empire faced during the time of the Crusades. Today we face
a threat that, if not met, could end in the destruction of our
culture and the ultimate extinction of our people. This can be
done only by presenting a unified front. Only through
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material unity that follows is the unfolding precedent of the
inner, spiritual unity." Pope John Paul I1 appeared to be
making the same argument during a speech he gave to the
Italian legislature in which he said (quoting from Men
Amongst the Rains):
[The] common European house [should be built
with] the cement of that extraordinary religious,
cultural and civic heritage that has made Europe
great down the centuries ... It is necessary therefore
to be on guard against a vision of thecontinent which
considers only its economic and political aspects,
or which critically engages in ways of life based on
a consumerism that is indifferent to the values of
the spirit. If one wants to give durable stability to
Europe's new unity, it is necessary to ensure that it
rests on those ethical foundations which were once
at its base ...
It is clear that the heritage which the Pontiff is referringto here is that of the Holy ~ o m a nEmpire, and of the
Catholicism that sustained it.
One thing that will be necessary in order for the Euro-
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was ''firmly in favor of his country joining the European
I,c:~~l
U n i o ~111
~survive will be for European society as a
Union."
France, BI-itain, and Germany have also expressed
\vllolo lo r~iccl1111: overwhelming degree of anti-Amelicantheir
willingness
to admit Israel into the European Union.
is~ntI1;1t h;~sIo11gbeen fashionable for them to embrace. The
Perhaps
Israel
will
be known again one day as the "Latin
U.S. 1111sbeen ilnd will continue to be Europe's greatest ally,
Kingdom
of
Jerusalem."
Let us not fol-get that Otto von
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times and in bad, something they would not
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title
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Karl
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The
only
thing
missing
in
this
vision is a new Clovis, a
I1111dinf)of the European Economic Community since the
new
Dagobe~t,
a
new
Charlemagne,
what the Priol-y of Sion
very beginning, and U.S. Presidents have always been
"Gralid
Monarch,"
the
new messianic figure
refers
to
as
the
outspoken in their suppo~tof a united Europe. Fu~thennore,
who will be a rallying point for the revival of the Empire.
there is obviously a common cultural bond between Europe
However, the appearance of this figurehead will probably not
and North America that cannot be ignored, which is why the
occur until Europe reve~tsback
Priory of Sion had advocated a
to its royal tradition of monarchy.
"United States of the West,"
This will inevitably occur in a
rather than the more restrictive
situation in which a unified
"United States of Europe." This
EUI-opedecides to embrace its
bond between Europe and
common heritage, for it will soon
America will only become
find that without its I-oyal
stronger as the common threat to
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our civilization becomes mol-e
heritage.
grave.
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house with established
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branches
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dynasties representing a tradidestroying its culture. Furthertion, and to the loyalty that was created around them ...." Of
more, Jerusalem was once seen as the jewel of the European
the sort of government that should lead a united Europe,
empire, and there is evidence to indicate that it will be again
Evola wrote (in Men Anlongst tl~eRuins):
one day. Writes Tim Cohen in Antichrist and a Cup of Tea:
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European unity would always be precarious if it
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Finally, Evola made a suggestion for how a European
empire could be achieved:

02004 Tracy Twyman is the editor of Dogoherr's Revenge.
www.dagobertsrevenge.com.

Endnotes
( I ) Pierre Plantard's claim to be descended from Dagobert I1
was claimed to be unfounded in a 1996 British television
documentary, The History of a Mystejy, using primary evidence
of Jean-Luc Chaumeil. Robert Richardson also clain~sPierre
Plantard is a fraud in his book, The P,-io,?, of Sion H0o.r.
(2) It is peculiar to think that the state of Europe uses an
official seal depicting a prelude to rape and bestiality.
(3) The Habsburgs are also the current possessors of the Spea~
of Destiny once held by Charlemagne.
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